Journal Publication Incentive Program

MTI supports the publication of MTI research in refereed journals. A list of journals that are potential publishers of MTI research can be found at:
http://transweb.sjsu.edu/mtiportal/research/ra_forms.html.

To encourage researchers to undertake the additional work required to have an article published, MTI provides an incentive award to authors of MTI research.

Award: $1500, to be split equally among the authors of the article, unless the PI or first author notifies MTI and all other authors that another division is appropriate. MTI will require confirmation from multiple authors that they agree to the split.

Timing: Authors may claim the award once the MTI Final Report has been submitted and sufficient evidence of publication is provided to MTI. This can include an email from the publisher citing the specific edition for the publication, a pre-publication proof, a copy of the actual article or journal with the article or similar, etc.

Process: Each individual seeking payment should provide the evidence of publication specified above to the MTI Research Director who will send an award letter. The awardee completes the required information and returns it to the Research Director who will submit the requisition for payment to the SJSU Foundation. The Foundation will mail the check.

Award payments are subject to taxes. The SJSU Foundation will provide a 1099 tax form for that purpose.

Limitations: The incentive applies only to the first paper based on the related MTI report.